DOOR INSTALLATION
(PIVOT)
Introduction
Before beginning installation of any window or door unit, it is important to make all necessary
preparations first in order to ensure that the installation proceeds smoothly and properly. Make sure
all necessary measurements are taken and all required tools and materials are present.
Storage
Proper storage is required to protect material against damage. Prior to installation, material should be
kept covered in a dry environment. Pallets, planks or other methods should be used to keep the
material off the ground. If stacking of the material is required, make sure to use separators between
each unit so that they do not rub together. Do not allow prolonged exposure to moisture.
Anodized/painted finishes can be damaged quickly if exposed to wet cardboard. If packaging becomes
wet, repackage with dry materials and move to a dry area.
Operation
Arcadia Custom products are not designed as structural support units. Any load brought to bear on the
material may result in damage, diminished function or glass failure. Make sure that all dead loads are
properly constructed prior to installation.
Sealant Requirements
Sealant is to be of a type recommended by the sealant manufacturer of the sealant for the project,
and must be applied per the sealant manufacturer’s recommendations.
The sealant shall not be applied to Arcadia products without the approval of the sealant
manufacturer and until all required testing has been completed and detailed application instructions
have been delivered to the installer by the sealant manufacturer.
1. Sealants used during assembly of Arcadia Custom products must conform to AAMA 802.3-10
and 803.3-10 or be an equivalent thereof that the sealant manufacturer has approved and
confirmed is compatible with the specified window framing, finish and associated materials.
2. The size of all sealant beads must meet or exceed the sealant manufacturer’s minimum size
requirements.
3. The owner/general contractor is responsible for any additional sealant requirements for
installation of the window units and the application of the sealant.

Assembly and Installation
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All door products by Arcadia Custom must be assembled and glazed in accordance with AAMA
standards and factory instructions. If necessary, contact the factory to obtain instructions in order to
ensure proper installation of the material. It is the installer’s responsibility to ensure that each Arcadia
Custom product is properly assembled, glazed, installed and completely sealed to ensure the product is
free of leaks and operates as intended by the manufacturer. Please contact the Arcadia Custom with
any installation questions.
Entrada Pivot Doors
A. Pre-Installation
1. Verify that the frame will fit into the opening dimensions. Check the shop drawings and
installation instructions to become familiar with the project. Measure all four sides of the
opening to make sure it is ½” larger than the doors in width and ¼” in height. The shop
drawings are specific to the particular installation and take precedence over the installation
instructions which are general in nature and cover the most common conditions.
2. Remove the frame(s) from the packaging and lay it in front of the opening. Check door net
frame width and height dimensions.
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3. Verify the opening is plumb and level.
4. Verify floor pivot location.

5. Install cover plates to closer. (Skip if threshold is used)
6. Measure dimension between the opening and the center of the pivot spindle.
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7. Set closer surface flush with finished floor.

8. Place the sill into the opening and determine any leveling that must be done prior to
installation.
9. Shim as necessary to stabilize the entire depth and length of the sill. No unsupported width
of more than 8” is allowed. Shims to be load bearing, non-porous, non-absorbent and
inorganic.
10. If more than ⅛” shim height is required, it is recommended that a self-leveling compound
be used to achieve a level and stable surface.
B. Frame Assembly (When frame is shipped unassembled)
Failure to properly assemble the frame according to the installation instructions nullifies any and all
warranties related to this product.
1. Apply a compatible sealant to the corners of the frame.
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2. Install flat snap-in fillers to the back of the jambs.

C. Frame Installation
1. Seal frame and vent joints completely with compatible sealant.
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2. Per illustration below, insert the frame into the opening and set the sill in a full bed of
sealant, taking care to avoid applying sealant near the bearing area of the floor closer.
Cross-measure and adjust as necessary to achieve a plumb, square and level condition, as
well as an even reveal around the framed opening. Shim with non-porous, non-absorbent,
inorganic shim material where needed. Seal all fastener heads with compatible sealant.
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3. Use a plumb line to make sure that the center line of the top pivot pin lines up with the
center line of the closer spindle.
4. Anchor location and sealant
It is the responsibility of the installer to furnish frame installation anchors. Stainless steel
screws are recommended as well as countersink for all frame anchors.
i. Head- Frame anchors to be spaced 6” from ends and then evenly spaced according to
load requirement.
ii. Jambs- Frame anchors to be spaced 6” from ends and then evenly spaced according to
load requirement.
5. Grout in closer with cement or equivalent. Continue once cement is cured.
6. Retract top pivot pin by turning retracting pin screw counterclockwise. Install washer &
thrust bearing to spindle.
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7. Slide door down onto spindle and attach arm cap but do not tighten.

8. Line up two portions of top pivot and turn pin retracting screw clockwise.
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9. Tighten arm end block screws and install load arm cover plate.
10. Rotate the panel open to install the threshold.
11. It is the installer’s responsibility to ensure the integrity of all framing joints after installation,
and to water test all joints to guarantee a completely sealed product. Apply joint sealer
and/or sealant necessary to ensure watertight joints. Retest as necessary.
12. To complete the installation, apply backer rod and a complete bed of sealant to the entire
exterior and interior joint between the frame and the building structure. Tool the sealant to
eliminate bubbles, voids and/or breaks and ensure a completely watertight seal.
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